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Summary
• Domain of psycholinguistics - how language is

processed.
– Processing measures

• Reaction time
• Errors

• Domain of linguistics - how language is
represented

• Language in the brain
– Imaging
– Brain damage

Place of language in the cognitive
system

• Language processing interacts with other
cognitive domains
– Memory
– Auditory processing
– Visual processing

• Linguistic representations seem to be
unique:
– Nouns, Verbs
– Phrase structure, including syllables
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How did language arise

• Evolution via natural selection
• Evolution via other mechanisms - spandrel
• Self organization?

Different types of lg faculty

• Broad Language Faculty
– Sensory-motor
– Conceptual-intentional

• Narrow Language Faculty
– Recursion
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Hauser et. al (2002)

Narrow Lg Faculty

• Syntax - recursive procedure
– From a finite set of rules you can generate an

infinite number of sentences
– PS Rules: S->NP VP, VP->V (NP, S, PP),

NP-> (Det) N (S), PP-> P NP
• John likes the woman that came to the party
• John likes the woman that came to the party that was

the talk of the whole town…
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Evolution

• Hauser et. al argues that FLB can be found
in other species (in varying degrees)

• FLN cannot. It is argued to be a unique
human feature.

• FLN could be a ‘spandrel’ By-product of
other faculties being developed via natural
selection
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Pinker & Jackendoff

• Language has developed through natural
selection

• Recursion is not the only unique human
language property
– Word learning
– Phonology
– …

So what about processing?

• Psychol Sci. 1994 Nov;5(6):375-9. Stroop-like effects for
monkeys and humans:  processing speed or strength of
association? Washburn DA.
Stroop-like effects have been found using a variety of
paradigms and subject groups.  In the present investigation,
6 rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta) and 28 humans
exhibited Stroop-like interference and facilitation in a
relative-numerousness task.  Monkeys, like humans,
processed the meanings of the numerical symbols
automatically--despite the fact that these meanings were
irrelevant to task performance.
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Default assumption

• Artifacts of language can be found in other
animals unless shown otherwise
– Best candidate for now: recusrsion

• Nature. 2001 Nov 29;. !Asymmetric Broca's area in
great apes. Cantalupo C, Hopkins WD.

Brodmann's area 44 delineates part of Broca's area within
the inferior frontal gyrus of the human brain and is a
critical region for speech production, being larger in the
left hemisphere than in the right - an asymmetry that has
been correlated with language dominance. Here we
show that there is a similar asymmetry in this area, also
with left-hemisphere dominance, in three great ape
species (Pan troglodytes, Pan paniscus and Gorilla
gorilla). Our findings suggest that the neuroanatomical
substrates for left-hemisphere dominance in speech
production were evident at least five million years ago
and are not unique to hominid evolution.
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Broca’s area

• Is it special to humans?
• Are the connections to motor cortex

special?

Does it matter?

• Do we need to know how a given organ
evolved in order to study it?

• What additional information would we
gain?


